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The UK logistics companies are among the world leaders in the global logistics
industry and are rapidly expanding

(PRWEB) June 27, 2004 -- The UK is the most advanced market for contract logistics in Europe. UK logistics
companies are among the world leaders in the global logistics industry and are rapidly expanding. The UK is
currently moving into a growth phase for logistics services, with an upturn in outsourcing investment decisions.

During April and May of 2004, we conducted a survey with more than 50 UK logistics providers, to obtain
industry opinions on the performance of the UK contract logistics industry. Our solicited opinion on a variety of
key issues, including the Working Time Directive (WTD), consolidation, staff recruitment (agency) and
training, driver shortages, factory gate pricing, fuel prices, key vertical sector growth, outsourcing rates and
forecasts.

Growth Strategies and Trends in UK Logistics is a purely issue-based study of key trends, industry issues and
corporate strategies in UK Logistics.

The aim of the report is to provide:
- An up-to-date analysis of current issues affecting the logistics industry
- A detailed assessment of corporate strategies of the leading players
- Expert opinion from leaders within the UK logistics industry

Key Features of the report include:
- An analysis of consolidation within the UK logistics sector
- A discussion of the expected impact of the Working Time Directive, due in March 2005
- An analysis of factory gate pricing and implications
- Details of key client demands and supply chain trends
- Market size, outsourcing rates and future growth rates
- A sectoral analysis and outsourcing rates by industry verticals
- A summary of industry opinion from the leading players

For a complete index of this report click on http://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/218947

About Research and Markets Ltd.
Research and Markets Ltd. are Europe's largest resource for market research. R&M distribute thousands of
major research publications from the world's leading publishers, consultants and market analysts. R&M provide
you with the latest forecasts on international and regional markets, key industries, the top companies, new
products and the latest market trends.

For additional information on ResearchandMarkets.com, their range of reports or their value-added services,
visit their web site at http://www.researchandmarkets.com or mailto:press@researchandmarkets.com
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Contact Information
Laura Wood
RESEARCH AND MARKETS
http://www.researchandmarkets.com
-

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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